Instruction

Preparing tool 74_Z-0-12-18 for ½” annular plenum cables

Safety Instructions

Insertion / Replacement of Blade Unit

Required Tools

1x screwdriver

1 Verify change position
Make sure that the preparing tool is in the START/END position. If not, then keep the grip fix and rotate the base tool clockwise or counter-clockwise until the START/END position is reached.

2 Separate base tool / grip section
Release the lock-mechanism (latch) at the preparing tool carefully by using a screw-driver and remove the base tool part at once.
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3 Access blade unit position
This position provides easy access to the blade unit section for inspection, maintenance and replacement purposes.

4 Remove blade unit
Raise carefully the blade unit by means of a fitting screwdriver. Remove the blade unit.

⚠️ Blades are fully accessible.

5 Insert blade unit
Insert / re-insert / replace the required blade unit carefully in the correct position.

⚠️ Blades are fully accessible.

6 Check position of blade unit
Make sure that the blade unit is properly inserted again and in the final stop position.

7 Assemble base tool
Join the base tool part with the grip part in the correct position. If required, turn the base tool part a little in radial direction until the axial position allows the compete joining.

8 Lock base tool
Make sure that the base tool part reached the final position and the lock-mechanism (latch) is locked properly. Check by means of a slight counter-movement.

For assembly instruction with full product range, please visit –
www.hubersuhner.com/QuickFitPlus

Huber+Suhner is certified according to ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO/TS 16949 und IRIS
www.hubersuhner.com

Waiver: It is exclusively in written agreements that we provide our customers with warrants and representations as to the technical specifications and/or the fitness for any particular purpose. The facts and figures contained herein are carefully compiled to the best of our knowledge, but they are intended for general informational purposes only.